Phi Beta Kappa Elects Twelve To Membership

Honor Society Adds Two Graduates, Ten Seniors

By Lee Bell

Two graduate students and seven seniors were elected to membership in the Rice Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at a meeting held by the society at Swasey House Tuesday afternoon. Dr. Claude W. Hopp, secretary, announced yesterday.

Elected to the Rice Chapter of the national honorary scholastic society were John Purcell Han, senior, and Bonnie Strock, junior, from Dallas. Han was formally initiated at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday.

Other new members are: Gladyes Nagai, Charles Nathan, Eli Reade, Richard Ross, Mary Ellen Snyder, Thomas Walden, and Edwinna Plunk, all from Houston.

The Society Scholarship which is awarded annually to a woman student of the graduating class was presented to Maryellen Snyder, "tall blue-eyed blonde" from Farmer, John T. Hamlin, senior, and Joseph Kopecky, junior, were named for the double feature, and Gilson directed a scene from "Joe Palooka" in their list of American films. William H. Polk and Fulton Will Go To Law School April 20. It is sponsored to raise money for the Houston Chapter of the American Red Cross.

To Speak Tonight On "Statistics for the Non-Mathematician"

Dr. Ernst Ploegor, Y. C. Smith, and Margaret Deans announced that the Society Scholarship which is awarded annually to a woman student of the graduating class was presented to Mary Ellen Snyder, "tall blue-eyed blonde" from Farmer, John T. Hamlin, senior, and Joseph Kopecky, junior, were named for the double feature, and Gilson directed a scene from "Joe Palooka." in their list of American films. William H. Polk and Fulton Will Go To Law School April 20. It is sponsored to raise money for the Houston Chapter of the American Red Cross.

Knox, Hemmingson, Crudock Chosen Pre-Law Initiates

Bob Knox, James Crudock, and George Hemmingson were nominated for membership in the Rice Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at a meeting held by the society at Swasey House Tuesday afternoon. Dr. Claude W. Hopp, secretary, announced yesterday.

The nine new members will be formally initiated at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Faculty Chamber of the Administration Building.

Minority Are Houstonians

Majority Are Houstonians

By Lee Bell

Seven seniors were elected to membership in the Rice Chapter of the national honorary scholastic society. All of these seniors and the graduate students who were new members have been enrolled at Rice at least two years.

The society was constituted at 4:30 p.m. yesterday.

Determined Princesses

Johnny Chambers Has (Tnlv Petition

For Esquire Petitions

At its meeting Thursday, the Women's Council chose Nell Poole and Martha Kurth to be chosen. All three of the ten per cent of the graduating class for their standing in the upper ten per cent of the graduating class for their standing in the upper

Wednesday Last Day For Esquire Petitions

Deadline for the nomination period is May 1 for the best dressed boy and for the first time, annual royalty at The Thresher, has been set for Wednesday. Descriptions of the ceremonies are still O.K. I see.

Petunia Gets Consolation From Fan Mail After Losing at Polls

Furious Pace Keeps Audience On Edge

By: [Missing text]
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GRADING is a necessary device for education, but grade means little unless it is a stimulus. Teachers have an obligation to make sure that students understand what the grade means and what they should do to improve it.

The system, system, in which every instructor must impose strict rules for examinations, and must the course; existing of the class, is a hard task. It would be both realistic and impractical. It would be a mistake to let the student forget that the grade he receives is based on the instructor's and the students' performance.

The other alternative is the real system, one that involves the student in the process. This is possible, of course, if we continue with the present system, in which many professors pay no attention at all to the student, while others are more concerned with the student's work.

For Rice's honor, let's work on a real system, a system of honor.

Debaters Launch Open Forum

The TIME has come to get the student body interested in the debate. The Student Forum has been launched by the Student Council, and the Open Forum will be held in order to discuss the students' opinions on the current issues.

The Student Council has recognized the need for an open forum, and the debate has begun a series of Open Forum meetings. The students are invited to participate and express their views on the various issues.

The students have the right to know what is going on, and they should be given the opportunity to express their opinions. This is a necessary device for education, and it is important that the students be involved in the process.

The Senator's Right

The Senator's right to speak in the Senate is a necessary device for education, but grade means little unless it is a stimulus. Teachers have an obligation to make sure that students understand what the grade means and what they should do to improve it.

The system, system, in which every instructor must impose strict rules for examinations, and must the course; existing of the class, is a hard task. It would be both realistic and impractical. It would be a mistake to let the student forget that the grade he receives is based on the instructor's and the students' performance.

The other alternative is the real system, one that involves the student in the process. This is possible, of course, if we continue with the present system, in which many professors pay no attention at all to the student, while others are more concerned with the student's work.

For Rice's honor, let's work on a real system, a system of honor.
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is having a luncheon at home today for all the students.

THE THRESHER

The cast "still cast is presenting the show. The show is presented at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. for six nights.

No wonder people turn to Long Distance about any Spring costume! Lovely footed.

Perhaps the most famous telephone service in the nation is Long Distance. Consequently, it is the nation's most reliable and economical short cut.

-Your Parisian look goes to Long Distance for the quick, dependable, economical way to call friends and business. You'll find youroke when you call Long Distance.

-Long Distance service saves you time and trouble enough to cover the cost. It's a bargain for any busy executive.

-Long Distance service makes it possible for you to call at any hour of the day or night. It's dependable any time, any day.

When you call in Long Distance telephone service, you'll have your call back any time.

Long Distance connections are made on the average in about 90 seconds. Quality of conversation to the public is guaranteed. To make your call, dial Long Distance and tell your name. Your call will be answered in your home by a long distance operator. The operator will answer "Long Distance" and give you the long distance operator's name. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator. Your call will be answered by a long distance operator.

-Long Distance service is a necessity of modern living.

--- another "stand-out" in PAUL'S "collection of lovely footware."
Cecil Grigg Hammered by Success of Basketeers

Baseball Coach Loses Regulars To Court Game

Nucleus Of Owl Nine Off To Missouri For Tourny

With spring football practice officially over, Coach Cecil Grigg turned today to a Rice Institute nucleus of Owl basketball. The basketball team stayed to the success of Houston's championship basketball combination. 

With spring football practice officially over, Coach Cecil Grigg turned today to a Rice Institute nucleus of Owl basketball. The basketball team stayed to the success of Houston's championship basketball combination.

Spring Intramurals Sponsor Golf, Bowling, and Softball

Softball

The Intramural Council, in charge of the intramural baseball tournament, met at the Student Union last night. Certificates for high school baseball teams will be presented to the winning teams. Each team will receive a number of awards. The council voted to hold a sectional league and also to hold a tournament for the best nine in the league. The council voted to hold a sectional league and also to hold a tournament for the best nine in the league.

Bowling

The council voted to hold a sectional league and also to hold a tournament for the best nine in the league.

Golf

The council voted to hold a sectional league and also to hold a tournament for the best nine in the league.